SSC CGL 2017 VACANCIES ISSUE
1. Bar graph showing reducing trend of vacancies

2. The tentative vacancy list released by SSC on 9/05/2019 showed 8134 vacancies,
so we visited various departments and requested them to send vacancies to SSC
for SSC CGL 2017; moreover we requested the current position of vacancies in
various departments through RTIs.
3. After that online portal for updation of vacancies by the department was
opened by SSC up to 14thJune 2019.
4. On 15/06/2019 SSC released the 4th list of tentative vacancy which was 8125
(Which showed a decrement of further 9 vacancies instead of adding anything)
5. On the other hand, RTI reply received from CGDA (Ministry Of Defence)
department on 12/6/2019 showed that the Department has forwarded 3082
vacancies for the post of Auditor, for SSC CGL 2017, but the tentative vacancy
list issued by SSC shows NIL vacancies for CGDA Auditor.
Further the RTIs from SSC shows that these vacancies will not be added in SSC
CGL 2017, and they have been rejected by the Commission.
6. Departments are not reporting actual vacanciesAccording to MOSPI site, there are approx 560 vacancies for Junior Statistical
Officer(JSO). But 124 are reported for 2017 CGL and 274 for 2018 CGL. Which
sums up to 398, hence still 162 posts are vacant and not reported for
recruitment. Further even after RTI is showing that 124 vacancies have been
reported for SSC CGL 2017, but SSC has added only 50 in SSC CGL 2017.
7. Vacancies received from various zones of CBIC for SSC CGL 2017 have not been
added- For Example RTI from CBIC Kolkata zone and Bhopal zone says that
they have reported 62 and 321 vacancies for Excise

Inspector but the region wise break up of vacancy
reflects 0 (zero) and 54 for Kolkata and Bhopal
respectively.
 Various zones like Bhubaneshwar, Jaipur and Vadodra
have shown 0(zero) vacancy but there are many
vacancies in CBIC.
 Chennai CBIC shows 47 vacancies for Preventive Officer
for CGLE 2017, but not added in vacancy list by SSC.
 Chennai CBIC shows 46 Examiner vacancies for CGLE 2017,
but not included in vacancy list by SSC.

8. Many departments have reduced/withdrawn their vacancies from SSC CGL
2017. For Example CAG has withdrawn 1300 vacancies.
 RTI reply from CAG shows 500 posts for Accountant in CAG
but list on 09/05/2019 shows 0(zero) vacancies.
 Assistant Account Officer was 100(in list updated on
17/05/2017) which reduced to 0(zero) (in list updated on
09/05/2019).
 Auditor in CAG was 900(in list updated on 17/05/2017) which
reduced to 200 (in list updated on 09/05/2019).
 Comparing three list of vacancy updated on 17/05/2017,
23/10/2017 and 09/05/2019,we find approx 1627 vacancies
have been reduced/withdrawn
9. Income Tax Inspector (CBDT) vacancies reduced from 401 to 261.
10. Due to such enormous delay in the completion of SSC CGL 2017 examination
students are losing trust in prestigious Government recruitments like SSC CGL
exam and there is lot of trust deficit between students and SSC(Staff Selection
Commission) which is evident from the fact that only 8,34,746 (32.27%)
students appeared for SSC CGL 2018 Tier 1 exam, in comparison to 15,43,962
students which appeared for SSC CGL 2017 exam.
11. Further, the vacancies for SSC CGL examinations are decreasing, and the
vacancies for SSC CGL 2017 are the minimum i.e. 8125.
12. Finally, we plead SSC to add these vacancies, for the betterment of SSC CGL
aspirants who have been suffering from the last 2.5 years due to enormous
delay in finalization of examination.

